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submerged forests of Lancashire. 'In passing over Black

Sod Bay, in a clear, calm morning,' says a late tourist in

Erris and Tyrawly, 'I could see, fathoms down, the roots
of trees that seemed of the same sort as are every day dug
out of our bogs.' Now, we do not know that the Oolite

had properly its peat-mosses. The climate, though its pines
had their well-marked annual rings, seems, judging from its

other productions, to have been warmer than those in which

peat now accumulates; but there can be no doubt that both

it and the true Coal Measures must have had their vast

accumulations of vegetable mailer formed in many instances,

0/i the s'ot on which the vegetable mattergrew; and no one

surely need ask a better definition of a peat-moss. A peat
moss, in the present state of things, is simply an accumula

tion of vegetable matter formed on the spot on which it

grew. These, as I have said, we frequently find let down

on our coast far beneath the sea level, and covered up by
marine deposits; and the fact furnishes a first and impor
tant step in the proposed serial arrangement of coal in the

forming. May I not further add, that Professor Johnston of

Durham, so well known in the field of geological chemistry,

regards all our coal-seams, whether of the Carboniferous

period or of the Oolitic, as mere beds of ancient peat,
mineralized in the laboratory of nature

QUARRY OF BRAAMBURY UPPER OOLITE, SUTHERLAND.

ON entering the quarry hollowed on the southern eminence,

one is first struck by the character of the broken masses

of stone that lie scattered over the excavations. The

rubbish abounds in what seem fragments of a very

exquisite sculpture. The shells and lignites, which it con

tains in vast numbers, exist as mere impressions in the

white sandstone, and look as if fresh from the chisel of a
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